
Pre-Rollout

n Provide verbal and written notice at least a week before beginning limited rollout of 
your new time tracking software.  

n Call a meeting before rollout to explain why everyone benefits—and remind them of the 
pain points no one will miss. 

n Tell employees why you’re not doing it: tell them it has nothing to do with trust issues, 
or monitoring their every move, or because you want to shrink their pay. 

n Provide a clear timeline of when you plan to roll out the new software, and when it will 
become mandatory (i.e. the sole way for them to get paid).

Early Training

n Choose and train a “primary stakeholder”. This is the person who’ll be using the 
product the most and can oversee its implementation among other management or 
supervisors. 

n Train the trainers: ensure a few key employees are well versed in the system so they 
can spread their knowledge—and help others come up to speed.

Post-Rollout

n Regroup a week into the soft rollout to make sure people are getting it, listen to their 
feedback, field their questions—and reinforce its mandatory use. 

n A week into rollout, before use is mandatory, remind everyone why you need them to 
start using the system full-time. Set up clear repercussions if they do not.

n Utilize any reporting the system offers that will show you who is missing In and Out 
punches on a regular basis to pinpoint slow adopters and speak to them.

n Reward the team. Pass out movie passes, order everyone pizza, or bring in  
breakfast one day to thank everyone for adjusting to the new system.

Make sure you’ve checked off these employee onboarding steps for the most successful 
implementation of your new time tracking software:

Employee Adoption Checklist
for Implementing Time Tracking Software


